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Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 2. In this paper, the
concepts of generalized restricted Lie algebras and their generalized restricted
representations over F are introduced. Any graded Lie algebra of Cartan type
 .2.L s X m : n , X s W, S, H, or K, is a generalized restricted Lie algebra
 4associated with a standard basis E of L and s a positive integer G max n .1F iF m i
The irreducible generalized restricted representations of L are determined, which
are in a one-to-one correspondence with p sd weight functions; here d is the
dimension of the standard torus in L . The descriptions of the blocks1q d e , w0xX, K m
and a Brauer-type reciprocity are obtained. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
As is well known, the concept of restricted Lie algebras plays an
important role. In this paper, we define the notion of a generalized
 .restricted Lie algebra with respect to a definite basis which generalizes
``restrictedness'' in a quite natural way. For generalized restricted Lie
algebras, the generalized restricted representations, which are generaliza-
tions of restricted representations of restricted Lie algebras, are intro-
duced and investigated.
One main advantage for the representation theory of finite-
.dimensional restricted Lie algebras lies in the fact that the restricted
 .resp. reduced universal enveloping algebras are finite-dimensional. Thus,
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the powerful tools of the representation theory of finite-dimensional
associative algebras are applicable and deeper insights can be obtained.
For generalized restricted Lie algebras, the generalized restricted resp.
.reduced enveloping algebras are introduced, which are also finite-
dimensional. Hence it seems possible to develop a fruitful representation
theory for generalized restricted Lie algebras, parallel, more or less, to
that of restricted Lie algebras.
Graded Lie algebras are canonical examples of generalized restricted
Lie algebras. Shen and Hu have determined irreducible graded representa-
w x w xtions in Sh1]Sh3 for algebras of type W, S, H and in Hu1, Hu2 for type
 w xK, respectively. Earlier than Hu1, Hu2 R. R. Holmes determined irre-
 w x. .ducible restricted modules for restricted contact algebras cf. H1, H2 .
General results for representations of those Lie algebras have been
 w x .obtained from various points of view cf. F , etc. . Nevertheless, to de-
scribe all irreducible representations is still an open problem. In this and
 w x .the subsequent papers cf, Shu1, Shu2 , etc. , we will give a systematic
investigation of graded Cartan type Lie algebras, as generalized restricted
Lie algebras, which in our view, seems to be an appropriate approach to
the solutions of the above and other problems in the representations of
graded Cartan type lie algebras.
The content of the present article is organized as follows.
In Section 1, the definitions and the basic properties of generalized
restricted Lie algebras are given. In particular, the generalized restricted
 .senveloping algebra A L, E is introduced.p
Let L be one of the finite-dimensional graded Lie algebras of Cartan
type and E its standard basis. Section 2 shows that L is a generalized
restricted Lie algebras associated with the standard basis E Proposition
.2.13 .
Section 3 contains some preparations for further arguments. In this
section, we introduce a new gradation of L by Zm for X s W, S or by
 m:  m: mZ for X s H, K, where Z is a quotient group of Z . Under this
new gradation, the zero-degree component is just the standard torus of
L . This fact is important in the later discussions.1qd e , w0xX , K m
In Section 4, we consider the irreducible generalized restricted L-
modules. They are shown to be in a one-to-one correspondence with the
 .sweight functions with values in the finite field F Theorem 4.4 . Similarp
descriptions are given for the irreducible generalized reduced representa-
tions with a character of nilpotent type.
Section 5 is devoted to the discussions of a class of indecomposable
 .sL-modules in a certain A L, E -module category. A complete descrip-p
 . w xstion of the blocks A L, E is obtained. In HN2 , it is proved thatp
restricted Lie algebras of Cartan type are of one-block type. For a graded
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Cartan type Lie algebra L, there are just pd sy1. distinct blocks of
 .  .s sA L, E , and two irreducible A L, E -modules belong to the samep p
block if and only if the difference of the corresponding weights is a
 .restricted weight Theorem 5.9 .
 .sIn Section 6, a Brauer-type reciprocity for A L, E -modules is proved.p
Similar to classical Brauer reciprocity in representation theory of finite
w xgroups, Humphreys obtained in Hum the Brauer-type reciprocity for
restricted representations of classical Lie algebras. Sen Chiu obtained a
w xreciprocity theorem for restricted Cartan type Lie algebras in Ch , by
exploiting certain techniques in the semisimple algebraic group and
Guang-Yu Shen's result about irreducible graded modules of graded
 w x.Cartan type Lie algebras cf. Sh2 . By the descriptions of irreducible
 .  .s sA L, E -modules and the introducing of the new gradation of A L, Ep p
m  m: w xby Z or Z , the discussion in HN1 can be applied to our case. The
 .reciprocity we obtain is more precise Theorem 6.10 . Finally, a result
 .sabout the Cartan matrix of A L, E paralleling the case of classical Liep
 w x.algebras cf. Hum is obtained.
The author thanks Professor Guang-Yu Shen for his many helpful
conversations, his valuable suggestions, and his offering the necessary
references of this work. Thanks to the referee for his comments and his
suggestions for the simplification of the original proof of Proposition 5.2.
Last, the author is indebted to his wife Y. Yang for her doing so much for
his work.
1. PRELIMINARIES: GENERALIZED RESTRICTED LIE
ALGEBRAS AND THEIR REPRESENTATIONS
In the paper, F always denotes a field with prime characteristic p.
 .1.1. DEFINITION. Let L be a Lie algebra over F, E s e ani ig I
 . . qordered basis of L, and s s s , s g N . If there is a mappingi ig I i
ws ws  . p siw : E ª L, e ¬ e such that ad e s ad e , ; i g I, then L is calleds i i i i
 .a generalized restricted Lie algebra GR Lie algebra associated with E
and w .s
 41.2. DEFINITION. Let L be a GR Lie algebra associated with E, ws
 .and r : L ª gl V a representation of L. Call r a generalized restricted
 .representation GR representation associated with E and w if r satisfiess
 ws.   .. p sithe additional condition r e s r e , ; i g I. In this case, V isi i
called a GR L-module.
 4All GR L-modules associated with E, w constitute a category denoteds
 .by M E, w . This category is closed under taking submodules andGR s
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quotients. In particular, any simple object resp. any indecomposable
.  . object in M E, w is an irreducible L-module resp. an indecompos-GR s
.able L-module .
 4  .1.3. For a GR Lie algebra L with respect to E, w , let U L be thes
 .  .  .  .suniversal enveloping algebra. Put A L, E s U L rI E , where I E isp
 . p si wsthe ideal of U L generated by z [ e y e , i g I. All z lie in thei i i i
 .  .  .center of U L , I E s  z U L . According to Jacobson's refinement ofi i
 w x.  .   .asthe PBW theorem cf. SF, pp. 58 , A L, E admits a basis w e N a gp
I  . si 4N , 0 F a i - p , ; i g I where w is the canonical embedding of L into
 . I   . 4sA L, E and N [ a : I ª N N a i s 0 for all but finitely many i g I .p
 . sA L, E is called the generalized restricted enveloping algebra GRp
.enveloping algebra of L associated with E and w . Its PBW basis will bes
simply denoted by ea if the context is clear. When L is finite dimensional,
 . <s <sit is obvious that A L, E is an associative algebra of dimension pp
< < < E <where s s  s . In this case, we often write a PBW basis element asis1 i
a a1 a t  . < <e s e ??? e ; here a [ a i for i s 1, 2, . . . , t s E .1 t i
 .  .  .sDenote the category of all unitary A L, E -modules by M E, w .p A s
 .  .Then M E, w can be identified with M E, w .GR s A s
1.4. Restricted Lie algebras are special cases of GR Lie algebras, for
which E may be taken to be an arbitrary basis and w the s th powers ofs i
the p-mapping. Let L be restricted and E any basis of L. According to
w x  .SF, Sect. 2.5 of Chap. 2 , it is easily known that the least generalized
 .restricted enveloping algebra A L, E , i.e., with w , s s 1, ; i g I, coin-p s i
 .  .cides with its restricted universal envelop u L . Therefore, the least GR
 .module category M E, w coincides with the restricted L-moduleGR 1
 .category. But in general, a higher GR L-module is not a restricted
module.
 .EXAMPLE. Let L s sl 2, F , and F be an algebraically closed field of
0 1 1 0 0 0  .  .  .4characteristic 3. E s e s , e s , e s . w : e ¬ 0,q 0 y 2 "0 0 0 y1 1 0
 .e ¬ e for 2 s 2, 2, 2 . Then L is a GR Lie algebra associated with0 0
 4  .E, w . Any simple object of M E, w is determined by a weight2 GR 2
 .  .2 2function of e on F cf. Remark 4.4 . Let l g F _ F and M l be the0 p p p
 .corresponding irreducible GR module. Then M l is of semisimple type
 p .  p .  2 .  w x.with x e s 0 and x e y e s l l y 1 / 0 cf. FP, p. 1063 ." 0 0
1.5. The following obvious result is useful for studying the representa-
tions of a non-restricted Lie algebra.
PROPOSITION. Suppose F is algebraically closed. Let L be a finite-
 4  .dimensional GR Lie algebra o¨er F associated with E, w and r : L ª gl Vs
be an irreducible representation of L. Then there exists a mapping k of E to F
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such that
p si p siws1.6 r e y r e s k e id , ;e g E. .  .  . .i i i V i
 .A representation of L satisfying 1.6 is called a generalized reduced
representation associated to k or a k-reduced representation and k is
called a character of E.
 4  .1.7. Let L and E, w be as above, and U L the universal envelope ofs
 k .  .L. For a given character k of E, denote I E as the ideal of U L
 p si ws  . p si 4  k .sgenerated by e y e y k e 1 N e g E . We put A L, E si i i i p
 .  k .  k .sU L rI E and i: L ª A L, E the restriction of the canonical pro-p
 .  .  k .  k .sjection U L ª U L rI E to L. Then A L, E is an associativep
  .a I  . si 4  k .salgebra with a basis i e N a g N , 0 F a i - p , ; i g I . A L, Ep
will be called a generalized reduced enveloping algebra of L associated
with k , or a k-reduced enveloping algebra.
Obviously, the k-reduced representations of L can be identified with
 .  k .sthe unitary representations of A L, E .p
2. GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS OF CARTAN TYPE
ARE GENERALIZED RESTRICTED
In the following, we assume that F is of characteristic p ) 2. We shall
first briefly describe the graded Lie algebras of Cartan type.
 .2.1. Let n s n , . . . , n be an m-tuple of positive integers,1 m
 .   .A m : n s a s a , . . . , a N a is nonnegative integers with 0 F a F1 m i i
ni 4  .  a  .4p y 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , m and A m : n [ F-span x N a g A m : n . Define
a q ba b aqb a .   ..the multiplication by x x s x x s 0 if a f A m : n , then
a
 .  . e iA m : n is an associative algebra. Set e [ d , . . . , d and x will bei i1 im
simply denoted by x .i
 . a aye i  .2.2. Define D g Der A m: n by D x s x for a g A m : n . Theni i
 .  m  .4  .W m : n [  f D N f g A m : n is a Lie subalgebra of Der A m : n .is1 i i i
 .The Lie algebras X m : n , X s S, H, and K are subalgebras of
 . w xW m, n whose definitions can be found in W . All four types of Lie
 .2.algebras are finite dimensional. We recall that X m : n is simple when
m G 1 for X s W, m G 3 for X s S, m s 2 r G 2 for X s H, and m s
2 r q 1 G 3 for X s K throughout the paper, m is always supposed to be
.such a natural number unless otherwise mentioned , which is called a
 w x.graded Lie algebra of Cartan type cf. W .
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 .2.3. For each m-tuple r s r , . . . , r of nonnegative integers, there is1 m
 .  .associated a gradation of W m : n as follows. Let W m : n s F-r, w i x
 a m 4  .span x D N k s 1, 2, . . . , m, and  a r s i q r . Then W m : n sk js1 j j k
 .  .  .[ W m : n . The spaces W m : n [  W m : n endowr, w i x r, i jG i r, w j xi
 .W m : n with a filtered algebra structure. Any homogeneous Lie subalge-
 .bra L of W m : n inherits the gradation and filtration. The filtration
 4   4.L associated with the gradiation L will be simply1qd e , i 1qd e , w i xX , K m X , K m
 4   4.written as L resp. L .i w i x
 .  .2.4. Define the following three linear mappings of A m: n to W m: n :
2.5 D f s x aye j D y x aye i D , 1 F i , j F m and i / j. .  .i j i j
m
5 52.6 D f s i D f D , .  .  .H i i
is1
5 5 5 5where i s 1 for 1 F i F r , i s y1
Ä 5 5for r - i F 2 r , and i s i q i r for 1 F i F m s 2 r .
m
2.7 D f s f D , .  . K i i
is1
Ä5 5where m s 2 r q 1, f s x D f s i D f .  .Äi i m i
my1
Ä5 5 5 5for i F m y 1, f s 2 f y i x f , where i and i are as in 2.6 . .Äm i i
is1
2.8. In the remainder of the paper, we always let L be one of the
 .2.graded Lie algebras of Cartan type X m : n , X s W, S, H, and K. Then
 .  .  .  .  em.L is isomorphic to gl m , sl m , sp 2 r , or sp 2 r [ F D x forw0x K
X s W, S, H, or K, respectively, under the linear mapping x e i D ¬ E .j i j
 .  y.Let h be the standard Cartan subalgebra of g [ L , n resp. n thew0x
 . q ysum of positive resp. negative root spaces of g , N [ n [ L , N [1
y " "  q .n [  L , and B [ h [ N B is often simply written as B .i- 0 w i x
 .2.9. Set l [ dim L. Take a basis E [ e in L such thati is1, 2, . . . , l
 4  4   .e , e , . . . , e s D N i s 1, 2, . . . , m for X s W, S, H, or D 1 ,1 2 m i K
 . 4  e iD x N i s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1 for type K and E l h s x D N i s 1,K i i
e e e qe Äi iq1 i i4  4   .2, . . . , m , x D y x D N i s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1 , D x N i s 1,i iq1 H
e qe Ä ei i m4   .  . 42, . . . , r or D x , D x N i s 1, 2, . . . , r for X s W, S, H, or K,K K
 arespectively. The other elements of E are taken from x D N i s 1, . . . , m,i
< < 4   a . < < 4   a . < < 4a G 1 , D x N i, j s 1, 2, . . . , m, a G 2 , D x N a G 2 ori j H
  a . 5 5 4 < <D x N a G 0 for X s W, S, H, or K, respectively, where a [K
m 5 5 < < a and a [ a q a y 2. Such a basis is called a standard basis ofis1 i m
L. Set E [ E l h and E"[ E l N ".0
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 .Recall that E is ad h-diagonalizable, i.e., ad h e s a e , a g F, ;h gi i i i
h , e g E. The following lemma can be proved easily by inductioni
LEMMA. For h g E0, D g E", the following equalities hold
 . k t  . t k1 D h s yka q h D ,
 . t k k . t2 h D s D ka q h ,
w xwhere h, D s aD, a g Z .p
w p x  .2.10. For D g L, denote by D its pth power in Der A m : n to
p  .sdistinguish it from the pth power D in A L, E . By a result of R. L.p
w p x  w x wWilson, L is restricted under the mapping D ¬ D cf. B, 3.15 or Sk,0
x.  .Theorem 2.1 , i.e., L is a p-Lie subalgebra of Der A m : n . Thus in L,0
 w p x.  . pad D s ad D for any D g L . The following facts are clear:0
p n i2.11 ad D s 0, 1 F i F m for X s W , S, and H ; .  .i
p n i n i p n ipe Äi2.12 ad D x s ad x D q s i ad D s 0, .  .  . . .  .ÄK i m i
p n m0 F i - m , ad D 1 s 0 for X s K . . .K
2.13. For a standard basis E, we know that ew p x s e for e g E andi i i 0
w p x y y  4e s 0 for e g E l n . Let e s D , i s 1, 2, . . . , m for X g W, S, H ,i i i t i
 .or D y for X s K, where y s 1 and y s x , j s 1, . . . , m y 1. ByK t m j ji
 .  .2.11 ] 2.12 , we have
 .2.PROPOSITION. Let L be one of X m : n , X s W, S, H, and K, E a
 .standard basis of L. If s s s , s , . . . , s is an l-tuple of positi¨ e integers with1 2 l
s G n , i s 1, 2, . . . , m, then L is a GR Lie algebra associated with E and wi t si
defined by
¡ w p x si qe , for e g E ,i i
w 0~se s e , for e g E ,i i i
y¢0, for e g E .i
3. THE NEW GRADATIONS OF GRADED LIE
ALGEBRAS OF CARTAN TYPE
In the next sections, s is always supposed to be a given positive integer
 4  .G max n , s s s, . . . , s , w as in Proposition 2.13 and E a fixed1F iF m i s
standard basis of L. The assumption concerning s avoids a few narrative
.complications, but is not really essential.
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3.1. We first introduce a new gradation of L by an additive semigroup
such that its zero-degree component is h.
 .  . mLet a s a , . . . , a g A m : n and Z be the set of m-tuples of1 m
integers. For X s W or S, define deg: E ª Zm by deg x aD sj
 .  a . a , . . . , a y 1, . . . , a for W and deg D x s a , . . . , a y1 j m i j 1 i
.1, . . . , a y 1, . . . , a for S, where a y 1 and a y 1 lie in the i- and jthj m i j
 a .  b .entries, respectively. The latter is well defined since D x s D x ifi j s t
and only if a y e y e s b y e y e . For X s H or K, put u s e q e ,Äi j s t i i i
1 F i F r. In addition u [ e for X s K. Denote Q as the set ofm m
 .elements u q u q ??? qu y u q u q ??? qu , i , . . . , i ,i i i j j j 1 k1 2 k 1 2 k
 4   4.  .j , . . . , j g 1, 2, . . . , r resp. 1, 2, . . . , r, m for X s H resp. for X s K1 k
and k s 1, 2, . . . . Then Q is a subgroup of the additive group Zm. Denote
 m: mZ as the quotient group of Z by Q, whose elements are denoted by
 :  :  . ma s a , . . . , a for a s a , . . . , a g Z . Define a mapping deg of E1 m 1 m
 m:  a .  :to Z by deg D x s a y u .X 1
For D g E, deg D is called the degree of D. Set L [ F-span D gz
4E N deg D s z for z g deg E. Then L s [ L since E is a basiszz g deg E
 w x.of L. According to the formulas of the Lie product in L cf. SF, Chap. 4 ,
 4L is a gradation of L.z
Ã m Ã m .  :  :Set 0 [ 0, . . . , 0 in Z and 0 [ 0, . . . , 0 in Z . Then L s h.Ã0
The formulas of the Lie product in L also show that the degree defined
 .sin E may be extended to all monomials of A L, E if defined byp
 .sdeg G G [ deg G q deg G for the monomials G , G g A L, E ,1 2 1 2 1 2 p
Ã  .sdeg F [ 0. Denote deg A L, E as the set of the degree of all monomi-m p
 .sals in A L, E .p
Furthermore, owing to the forthcoming partial ordering defined in
 .  .s sdeg A L, E , the degrees are well defined for all elements of A L, E ,m p p
among which the degree of the element 0 is defined to be arbitrary.
w x  e.3.2. In Ch , a partial ordering in x T is given for a restricted Lie
algebra of Cartan type in order to obtain the notion of ``highest weight
modules.'' But for X s H or K, such an ordering seems not to be
 .scompatible with any gradation of A L, E . We proceed to define anp
 .   .s sordering in deg A L, E thereby in deg A L, E by a natural exten-m p p
.  .ssion , which corresponds to the gradation of A L, E under which thep
0  .  .zero-graded term A is commutative and satisfies 6.3 ] 6.6 below.
LEMMA. Let X s H or K. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  m :  m :1  a e s  b e ,is1 i i is1 i i
 . m m2 a y a s b y b , i s 1, 2, . . . , r, and  a s  b for X sÄ Äi i i i is1 i is1 i
H; or a y a s b y b , i s 1, 2, . . . , r, and m a q a s m b q bÄ Äi i i i is1 i m is1 i m
for X s K.
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 .  . m  .Proof. 1 ª 2 . Write  a y b e as u q ??? qu y u y ??? yu .is1 i i i i i j j1 t 1 t
 .Compare the coefficients of e in the both expressions. Part 2 is easilyi
verified.
 .  .2 ª 1 . Let c s a y b , i s 1, 2, . . . , r. The condition a y a s b yÄi i i i i i
m  . rb , i s 1, 2, . . . , r implies  a y b e s  c u for X s H orÄi is1 i i i js1 j j
r c u q c u for X s K. Hence the relation m a s m b orjs1 j j m m is1 i is1 i
m a q a s m b q b yields the relation r c s 0 or r c qis1 i m is1 i m js1 j js1 j
m  .c s 0 for X s H or X s K, respectively. In any case,  a y b e g Q.m is1 i i i
m  .  .Let Z be ordered lexicographically, i.e., a , . . . , a ) b , . . . , b if1 m 1 m
 .  .a s b , i s 1, . . . , t 0 F t - m and a ) b . For a s a , . . . , a gi i tq1 tq1 1 m
m < < m  .sZ , write a [  a . We define a partial ordering $ in deg A L, E .is1 i m p
For X s W, S, and  a e , b e g deg E, a e $  b e if and only ifi i i i i i i i
< . < < . < < . < < . <a , . . . , a - b , . . . , b or a , . . . , a s b , . . . , b and1 m 1 m 1 m 1 m
 .  . A .Aa , . . . , a - b , . . . , b . For X s H, K, set a , . . . , a [1 m 1 m 1 m
< . < < . <a , . . . , a for X s H , a , . . . , a q a for X s K . For1 m 1 m m
 :  :  .  : a e ,  b e g deg E,  a e $  b e if and only ifi i i i i i i i
A .A A .A A .A A .Aa , . . . , a - b , . . . , b , or a , . . . , a s b , . . . , b1 m 1 m 1 m 1 m
 .  .   ..and t , . . . , t - 0, . . . , 0 where t s a y a y b y b , i s 1, 2, . . . , r.Ä Ä1 r i i i i i
By the above lemma, the partial ordering is well defined.
Throughout the paper, the order of E is always arranged such that
deg e $ deg e implies i - j.i j
As Nq and Ny are GR Lie algebras associated with Eq and Ey,
 .  y y.s srespectively, by the PBW theorem A L, E s A N , E mp p
 0.  q q. "  " ".s s sA h , E m A N , E . For simplicity we set A [ A N , E andp p p
0  0. 0 " 0sA [ A h , E in the whole paper. From the choices of N , N , E ,p
and E", we have
q 0 Ã y 0 0 .PROPOSITION. 1 deg G % deg G s 0 % deg G for G g A and
G"g A "N ".
 .  .s2 Let G, G be two monomials of A L, E . If GG / 0 and1 p 1
Ã .  .deg G % resp.$ 0, then deg GG s deg G q deg G % resp.$ deg G.1 1 1
 .Proof. 1 This is clear.
Ã .  . < <2 Let X s W or S. If deg G % resp.$ 0, then either deg G )1 1
 . < <  . .resp.- 0 or deg G s 0 but deg G ) resp.- 0, . . . , 0 . Notice that1 1
< < < < < <deg G q deg G s deg G q deg G and deg G q deg G )1 1 1
 .  . .  .resp.- deg G if deg G ) resp.- 0, . . . , 0 . Hence in this case, 2 holds.1
 :Let X s H or K. Suppose deg G s g , . . . , g and deg G s1 m 1
Ã :a , . . . , a . The proof is divided into the two cases: deg G % 0 or1 m 1
Ãdeg G $ 0. By symmetry, we only give the proof for the former. Suppose1
Ã ÃA A A A A Adeg G % 0. If deg G ) deg 0 s 0, then deg GG s1 1 1
A A A A A Adeg G q deg G ) deg G . Thereby deg GG % deg G. If1 1
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A A A A A A deg G s 0, then deg GG s deg G . But a y a , . . . , a yÄ1 1 1 1 r
.  .   . a ) 0, 0, . . . , 0 , and we have g q a y g q a , . . . , g q a y g qÄ Är 1 1 1 1 r r rÄ Ä
..  .a ) g y g , . . . , g y g . By the definition of the partial ordering,Är 1 1 r rÄ Ä
deg GG % deg G. The proof is completed.1
4. IRREDUCIBLE GR REPRESENTATIONS OF GRADED
LIE ALGEBRAS OF CARTAN TYPE
From now on, F is assumed to be algebraically closed. The modules
  ..considered are always supposed to be in ob M E, w unless otherwiseA s
noted.
4.1. By Proposition 3.2, the following result is obvious.
 .  " ".sLEMMA. 1 The augmentation ideal of A N , E consists of nilpo-p
 " ".stent elements. Hence it is the Jacobson radical of A N , E .p
 . " A "  " 42 For a nonzero A -module V, V [ ¨ g V N A ¨ s 0 / 0.
4.2. For convenience, the elements in E0 will be denoted by
h , h , . . . , h , where d s m for X s W, m y 1 for X s S, r for X s H,1 2 d
and r q 1 for X s K. From hw p x s h , we have h p s y h s 0. This impliesi i i i
 .  0.that the minimal polynomial of r h has no multiple roots. Hence r Ai
can be diagnalized simultaneously.
 0. 0s sDenote by X E the set of all mappings of E to the finite field F .p p
 0.sThen any l g X E can be uniquely extended to an algebra homomor-p
0  0 .phism U ª F, still denoted by l. All these l constitute Alg-Hom A , F .F
The number of these homomorphisms is psd. Thus we have
LEMMA. All U 0-modules are completely reducible. An irreducible A 0-
 0.smodule is one dimensional, which is determined by an element of X E .p
 0 q. 0 qs4.3. Put B [ A B, E j E s A A . Let V be a nonzero B-p
 .  0.smodule. Call ¨ / 0 g V a B-stable vector with weight l g X E if it isp
an A 0-weight vector belonging to the weight l with Nq¨ s 0.
LEMMA. For the nonzero B-module V, there exists a ¨ector ¨ g V such
that ¨ is B-stable.
 . Aq  . AqProof. By Lemma 4.1 2 , V / 0. According to Lemma 2.9 2 , V is
stabilized under A 0. V A
q
is decomposed into the direct sum of A 0-weight
space by Lemma 4.2. All nonzero A 0-weight vectors of V A
q
are B-stable.
 .s4.4. Now we discuss the irreducible representations of A L, E .p
 0.sLet l be an arbitrary element in X E . According to Lemma 4.2, lp
determines a one-dimensional A 0-module, denoted by F . Let ¨ be al l
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 .basis vector of F . According to Lemma 4.1 1 , F can be given thel l
structure of a one-dimensional B-module, on which the action of
 q q.  .  .  .s s s sA N , E is trivial. Set Z l s A L, E m F . Then Z l isp p p B l p
 .  .s san A L, E -module generated by 1 m ¨ . As a vector space Z l (p l p
 y y. y y  .s sA N , E m ¨ . As an N -module, every N -submodule of Z l isp F l p
 y y.sequivalent to an ideal of the algebra A N , E . The augmentationp
 y y.sideal J of A N , E consists of nilpotent elements and therefore is thep
 y y.sunique maximal ideal of A N , E . Hence every L-submodule ofp
 .sZ l is contained in J m ¨ . So there is a unique maximal properp F l
 .sA L, E -submodule and a unique irreducible quotient which is denotedp
 .sby M l .p
 .sOn the other hand, let V be an arbitrary irreducible A L, E -module.p
Lemma 4.3 shows that V admits a B-stable element ¨ . So V s
 . y ysA L, E ¨ s A ¨ . Assume that V admits a B-stable line FG¨ , G g A ,p
different from F¨ . Let G s g q  g G , where g , g g F and G areÃ0 l$ 0 l l 0 l l
y y  .monomials of A N . Then  g G ¨ / 0. By Lemma 2.9 2 , the nonzeroÃl$ 0 l l
elements G ¨ are A 0-weight vectors. Hence, from the assumption that G¨l
is a weight vector, it follows that all G ¨ with g / 0 admit the samel l l
weight. Set w s  g G ¨ . Then w is an A 0-weight vector. As Nq¨ sÃl$ 0 l l
NqG¨ s 0, we have Nqw s 0. Therefore w is B-stable, which implies
y y y  y y. y yV s A w s A N ¨ s A N V. Notice that A N is the Jacobson
y  .radical of A in view of Lemma 4.1 1 . Applying Nakayama's Lemma, we
have V s 0, a contradiction. This shows that w s 0 and the B-stable line
of V is unique.
Now we give the following description of the simple objects of
 .M E, w .GR s
 .sTHEOREM. The assignment l ª M l is a one-to-one correspondencep
 0.sbetween the elements of X E and the isomorphism classes of irreduciblep
 .sA L, E -modules.p
w x  .Remark. According to Sh2, Corollary 1.4 , Lemma 4.1 1 implies that
wirreducible GR L-modules are graded, which were classified in Sh1]Sh3,
xHu1, Hu2 . The present approach can be used to determine some irre-
ducible non-graded modules as will be seen in Subsection 4.8.
 .   y y. 0g s L is a GR Lie algebra associated with E9 s E l n j E jw0x
 q q. < 4  .sE l n , w . The irreducible A L , E9 -modules are similarlyE9s p w0x
 0.sof a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of X E . Letp
 X  .  0.4  < .s sM l N l g X E be the set of simple object in M E9, w . ThenE9p p A s
 . X  .s sthe assignment M l ª M l is a one-to-one correspondence betweenp p
 .  .the irreducible negative graded simple objects in M E, w and theGR s
 < .  w x.simple objects of M E9, w cf. Sh2, Theorem 1.2 .E9GR s
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  0. .s4.5. We now have the additive group X E , q , here l q l isp 1 2
defined by
l q l h s l h q l h for h g E0 . .  .  . . 1 2 i 1 i 2 i i /
i i
  ..sFurthermore, consider the additive semigroup D [ deg A L, E . Setp
" "  0.   0. .sD [ deg A ; D. Let D E be the direct sum of D and X E , q .p
 0.D E is still an additive semigroup. Define a partial ordering $$ in
0 Ã .D E as follows: w $$ w if and only if w y w g D and w y w % 0.1 2 2 1 2 1
 0.  .Especially, for a given l g D E , denote D l as the subset of all
 .a q l, a g D. Call D l the generalized weight set associated with l.
 .D l inherits the partial ordering $ in D.
 .sLet V be an A L, E -module generated by a B-stable vector ¨ ofp l
weight l. Then V s Ay¨ s  V , where V s A ¨ for m s l q al m g D l. m m a l
 .sand A is the F-span of all monomials with degree a in A L, E . m isa p
said to be the D-weight of V if V / 0. Denote the set of all D-weights ofm
 .V by D V . Call l lower than l if l $ l . Then l is the highest1 2 1 2
 .D-weight in D V with respect to the partial ordering $ . Such a V is
 .scalled a pseudo highest D-weight module. Obviously, if V s Z l , thenp
 .sV s [ V . So Z l is truly a highest D-weight module, called them pm g D l.
universal pseudo highest D-weight module of weight l since it has the
following property: if V is a pseudo highest D-weight module of l, then V
 .sis a homomorphic image of Z l by the universality of the tensorp
product.
 e j .4.6. Let L x D s d , i, j s 1, 2, . . . , m. Then the L are elementsi j i j i
 0.  0.  0.s sof X E ; X E . Define a mapping of E to X E byp p p
m¡
aa L y L , D s x D , i i j j
is1
m
aa L y L y L , D s D x , . k k i j i j
ks1~4.7 u D s .  . m
aa L , D s D x , . i i H
is1
m a y 2m aa L q L , D s D x . . i i m K¢ 2is1
 . 0Extend u D to be a weight function of A . By the law of the Lie
product in L, the mapping u factors through an additive semigroup
 0.shomomorphism D ª X E , denoted by c . c is naturally extended to bep
 0.  0.sa mapping of D E to X E . In formulas of the last two sections,p
 .c l q a will be often simply written as l q a if the context is clear.
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 q.  y.4.8. For a character k of nilpotent type, i.e., k E s 0 or k E s 0,
a description as above can be obtained for an irreducible k-reduced
representation of L. As an example, we give the following argument in the
 q.case k E s 0.
0  . p s  .  .A mapping l: E ª F satisfying the relation l h y l h s k hi i i
0 0 .for h g E can be extended to an algebra homomorphism of A k [i
 k .sA h , E to F. This homomorphism is also denoted by l, and the set ofp 0
 0 . 0 .sall such l by X E , k . Any irreducible A k -module is determined byp
 0 .ssome l g X E , k .p
" .  "  ".k .  .   q 0.k .s sSet A k [ A N , E and B k [ A N q h , E j E .p p
q . q q . qThen A k is just the GR enveloping algebra of N , i.e., A k s A
 q.  k . y . 0 . qssince k E s 0. From the PBW theorem, A L, E s A k A k Ap
 . 0 . qand B k s A k A . By an analogue of Lemma 4.3, in a nonzero
 .B k -module V there is a nonzero vector w g V such that w is al l
 .  0 .sB k -stable vector associated to some l g X E , k . If in addition, V isp
 k . y .san irreducible A L, E -module, then V s A k w for some l gp l
 0 .  .  k .s s sX E , k . Let Z l, k s A L, E m F , where F is a one-p p p B k . l l
 . 0 .dimensional B k -module F¨ with the A k -action via l and the triviall
q  k .sA -action. Then there is an A L, E -module homomorphism ofp
 .sZ l, k to V sending 1 m ¨ to w . The irreducibility of V implies thatp l l
wthe map is surjective. Thus we obtain the following result paralleling FP,
xProposition 1.5 .
 q.PROPOSITION. Let k be a character of E with k E s 0. Then any
 k .  .s sirreducible A L, E -module is the quotient of Z l, k for some l gp p
 0 .sX E , k .p
 .s5. THE BLOCKS OF A L, Ep
5.1. We first introduce the notions of the Harish-Chandra characters
and the blocks.
 .  0.s sLet Z be the center of A L, E and l g X E . By Schur's Lemma,p p
 .seach element of Z acts as a scalar on M l . So we have a functionp
x : Z ª F, which is also an F-algebra homomorphism, called the Harish-l
 .  .sChandra character HC character of M l .p
 .   ..Two principal indecomposable modules PIMs in ob M E, w areA s
said to be linked if they share a composition factor. Then there is an
equivalence relation defined by ``being linked.'' The set of all PIMs splits
into a finite number of equivalence classes. The sum of all the PIMs
 . sbelonging to a given equivalence class is called a block of A L, E cf.p
w x.CR, Sect. 55 .
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 .Two simple objects in M E, w are said to belong to the same block ifA s
wthey both are composition factors of the same block. By CR, Sect. 55,
xExample 3 , we have
 0.  .  .s s sLEMMA. For l, m g X E , M l and M m belong to the samep p p
block if and only if x s x .l m
5.2. Furthermore, we have
 0.  . .PROPOSITION. x s x implies l y m g X E , i.e., l y m h g Zl m p p
for any h g E0.
Proof. Since we have hw p x s h, the elements h p y h are contained in
 pthe center of the GR-enveloping algebra. Now x s x implies x h yl m l
.  p . p p  . p h y x h y h s 0. Therefore l y l y m q m s l y m y l ym
0.  .m s 0. Thus l y m g X E .p
5.3. It is clear that if M is indecomposable and P ª M ª 0 is a
projective cover of M, then a sum of PIMs from the same block already
 .maps onto M. Since every object in M E, w has a projective cover, byA s
Lemma 5.1 we have
 .sLEMMA. If M is an indecomposable module of A L, E , then allp
composition factors of M ha¨e the same HC character.
5.4. In the rest of this section, we prove the converse of Proposition
5.2.
 w x.LEMMA cf. HN2 . Suppose m ) 1 for W and H, m ) 2 for S and K,
and p ) 3. Then there exists a subalgebra Q of L such that Q s Ny[ h [ NqQ
satisfies the following:
 . q q q q q1 N ; N . E [ N l E is a basis of N .Q Q Q Q
 . y q2 N [ N is an ideal in Q.Q
 . q3 E contains d independent weight ¨ectors whose images underQ
 0.c (deg in X E are Z -independent, where d s dim h.p p
 . q  a < < 4Proof. 1 Set N s F-span x D N a s 0, a G 2 for X s W and S,Q m m
q   a . < < 4and N s D x N a s 0 for i ) r, a G 3 for X s H and K. ThenQ X i
the assertion is clear for X s W, H, and K. Let X s S. To prove that
Nql E is a basis of Nq, it is sufficient to prove that for an arbitrary givenQ Q
a < <element D s x D with a s 0 and a G 2, D g E, i.e., D is F-linearm m
independent of the elements in E other than D. For this, we write D as an
 b .F-linear combination of the elements in E: D s  a D x . Them/ j j b m j
right side is  a x bye j D y  a x bye m D . It follows that b ym/ j j b m j/ m j b j
e s a and thereby x bye m s 0 for a / 0. According to the above analy-j j b
sis, Eq is a basis of Nq for type S.Q Q
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 .  q y2 This is readily verified. Notice: the choice of n and n is
w x .opposite to that in HN2 .
 .3 The d vectors concerned can be listed explicitly as follows:
2 e i 3e1 b  tx D , 1 F i F m y 1 and x D for X s W; x D , b g  e qm m m is1 i
my 1 4  3e i. 2e N t s 1, . . . , m y 1 for X s S; D x , i s 1, 2, . . . , r foris tq1 i H
 3e i.  4e1.X s H; and D x , i s 1, 2, . . . , r and D x for X s K. The Z -K K p
 .independence of the images under c (deg may be verified via 4.7 .
 y 0Thus, for the GR Lie algebra Q associated with E [ E j E jQ
q < 4  .  .sE , w , the GR enveloping algebra A Q [ A Q, E is a sub-EQ s p QQ
 .salgebra of A L, E .p
a  .5.5. LEMMA. Let e be a member of the PBW basis of A Q . If
a y q a Ã . .e g A Q N q N , then deg e / 0.Q
Proof. According to the definition of deg, deg ea s  a deg e .e g E i ii Q
a  . y q. yAs e g A Q N q N , there is at least one a / 0 for some e g E jQ i i
Eq. For X s W and S, the lemma is clear since the mth entry of deg e isQ i
either y1 for e g Eq or nonpositive for e g Ey. Let X s H or K. Recalli Q i
that the degrees of the elements in Ey are
1qr
deg D 1 s y1, . . . , y1 , . . . .  ;K
i iqr
deg D x s 0, . . . , 0 , . . . , y1 , . . . , .  ;X i
i iqr
deg D x s 0, . . . , y1 , . . . , 0 , . . . , .Ä  ;X i
j jqri iqr
e qeÄ Äi jdeg D x s 0, . . . , y1 , . . . , y1 , . . . , 0 , . . . , 0 , . . . , .  ;X
j jqri iqr
e qeÄi jdeg D x s 0, . . . , 1 , . . . , y1 , . . . , 0 , . . . , 0 , . . . i ) j , .  . ;X
where i, j s 1, 2, . . . , r and the entries not written out are all zeros. In
 a .  :  a .addition, deg D x s a y 1, a , . . . , a , y1, 0, . . . , 0 for D x gX 1 2 r X
q a ÃE . It is then easily seen that deg e / 0 for X s H and K.Q
5.6. In the following argument, the expression ea always indicates a
PBW basis element.
 . y q.  .LEMMA. A Q N q N is a nilpotent ideal of A Q .Q
 . y q. q y q  y.Proof. By Lemma 5.5, A Q N q N s A q A , A resp. A is aQ
a y q a Ã 4  . .subalgebra with the basis e ; A Q N q N satisfying deg e % 0Q
Ã " . w xresp. $ 0 . According to P, Proposition 4.6 , it is sufficient to prove A
is nilpotent. We shall treat only the case of Aq. The argument about Ay
is the same.
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a Ã a q qNotice that deg e % 0 for e g A and deg A is limited by some
upper bound. If deg ea exceeds the bound, then ea must be zero. By
 .  a b . a bProposition 3.2 2 , deg e ? e % deg e , deg e . Write a given element a
of Aq as a linear combination of ea. The degrees of all monomial terms in
k ka exceed the bound for sufficiently great k. Then a s 0.
 .  0.  y q y q. 0s sFurthermore, A Q s A h , E m A N q N , E j E s A [p p Q Q
 . y q. 0 0A Q N q N . Notice that A is commutative. Any A -module isQ
diagonalizable, and is decomposed into a direct sum of one-dimensional
A 0-weight spaces. We have the following
 .  .COROLLARY. 1 Any irreducible A Q -module is one dimensional, which
 0.sis uniquely determined by an element l g X E and will be denoted by F .p l
 .  .2 For any A Q -module V, V has a composition factor F if V containsl
a nonzero A 0-weight ¨ector of l.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 Let r : L ª gl V be an irreducible A Q -module. In view
 . y q.of the above lemma, the ideal A Q N q N operates nilpotently on V,Q
 .  . y q. 0thereby it is contained in Ker r. We have A Q rA Q N q N ( A .Q
Any irreducible A 0-module is one dimensional and is uniquely determined
 0.  .sby some l g X E and 1 follows directly.p
 . 02 V is decomposed into a direct sum of A -weight spaces. Let ¨ be al
 .  .nonzero weight vector of l. By 1 , the irreducible quotient F¨ of A Q ¨l l
by its some maximal submodule must be isomorphic to F .l
 0. y  y y 0. y 0s s5.7. For l g X E , let B [ A B , E j E s A A andp p
y .  . y .s s y sZ l [ A L, E m F . Then Z l is a universal pseudo lowestp p B l p
y .sD-weight module of weight l. Hence, Z l has a unique maximalp
submodule and thereby has a unique irreducible quotient, denoted by
y .  . sds sM l . Furthermore, all irreducible A L, E -modules are just the pp p
y 0 y Ä Ä .  .  .  .s s s sdistinct M l , l g X E . Hence, M l ( M l for some l gp p p p
 0.  0.s sX E , and there is a 1-1 transformation s in X E defined byp p
 . y  ..s sM l ( M s l .p p
Let et 9 s  l e p sy1 , c9 s dim Ny, which is an element of theisc9qdq1 i
q y  ..shighest degree in A . Notice that Z s l has a B-stable weight vectorp
t 9   . t 9. y  ..se m ¨ of weight c s l q deg e . Hence Z s l has a pseudos l. p
 . t 9 .shighest D-weight submodule A L, E e m ¨ , which is a homo-p s l.
  . t 9.smorphic image of Z s l q deg e and has a composition factorp
  . t 9. y .s sM s l q deg e . Thus the set of the composition factors of Z lp p
 . y  ...   . t 9. y  ..s s s scontains M l (M s l and M s l q deg e . But Z s l isp p p p
indecomposable since it has a unique maximal submodule. By Lemma 5.3,
 t 9.t 9x s x . Notice that c deg e is a restricted weight. Propositions l.qdeg e l
 .  .5.2 implies l y s l g X l . The following proposition asserts that thep
converse of Proposition 5.2 is also true.
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 0.PROPOSITION. Suppose m and p as in Lemma 5.4. Then l y m g X Ep
implies x s x .l m
 0.  .  .Proof. Let l y m g X E . Set l9 s s l and m9 s s m . By thep
 0.  0.above argument, n [ m9 y l9 g X E . Notice that X E is a d-p p
 .dimensional Z -space. In view of Lemma 5.4 3 , we may choose d F-p
linearly independent elements q , . . . , q g Eq with the Z -linearly1 d Q p
  ..  0.independent weights n s c deg q g X E , i s 1, 2, . . . , d. Write n si i p
d a n , and view uniquely those a as integers between 0 and p y 1.is1 i i i
a d ai  . 0Then q [  q is a nonzero A -weight vector with weight n in theis1 i
0  q q. y .  .  .sA -module A N , E . Set Z l9 s A Q m F . As A Q is ayQ Q Q l9 pB
 . y .  . y .s s ssubalgebra of A L, E , Z l9 ( A L, E m Z l9 . By Corol-p p p QA Q.
 . y . y .lary 5.6 2 , Z l9 has a composition factor F since Z l9 contains anQ m9 Q
A 0-weight vector qa m ¨ of weight n q l9 s m9, where ¨ is a generatorl9 l9
of F .l9
 .  .sSet Ind V s A L, E m V for an A Q -module V. Then for twop A Q.
 .  .A Q -modules V ; V , Ind V ; Ind V and Ind V rInd V ( Ind V rV .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
y .sThus the set of the composition factors of Z l9 contains those ofp
Ind F , whose generator 1 m ¨ is a By-stable weight vector of weightm9 m9
y .sm9. Thus Ind F is a quotient of Z m9 in view of the universality ofm9 p
y . y .s sZ m9 . Thereby the set of the composition factors of Z m9 containsp p
y .  . y .s s sM m9 ( M m . On the other hand, Z l9 is an indecomposablep p p
y .  .s smodule with an irreducible quotient M l9 ( M l . By Lemma 5.3,p p
x s x .l m
Combining the above proposition with Proposition 5.2, we have the main
result of this section.
THEOREM. Let m ) 1 for W and H, m ) 2 for S and K, p ) 3, and
 0.  0.sl, m g X E . Then x s x if and only if l y m g X E . Thereby, therep l m p
d sy1.  .sare precisely p distinct blocks of A L, E .p
6. THE BRAUER-TYPE RECIPROCITY FOR
 .sA L, E -MODULESp
 .s6.1. DEFINITION. Let V be an A L, E -module. Call V a Z-filtrationp
module, if there is a filtration 0 s V ; V ; ??? ; V s V such that the0 1 t
 .  0.s sfiltration quotients V rV ( Z l for some l g X E , i s 1, 2, . . . , t.i iy1 p i i p
The above filtration is called a Z-filtration.
w  .x <  .4 <s sIf V has a Z-filtration, V : Z l [ j N V rV , Z l is calledp j jy1 p
 .sthe multiplicity of Z l in the Z-filtration of V. In addition, denotep
  ..  .s sV : M l as the multiplicity of M l occurring in the set of thep p
composition factors of V.
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 .s6.2. The ordering relation $ in deg A L, E is well defined in them p
m  m: m  m:whole of Z or Z . Thus Z or Z becomes an ordered additive
 .group with respect to the ordering $ , which is denoted by Z m, L .
 .sRecall that A [ A L, E s [ A is a finite dimensional asso-p ag Zm , L. a
 .ciative algebra graded by Z m, L , where A is as in Subsection 4.5 ifa
a g D and A s 0 if a f D. Thus A ", A 0 are graded subalgebras.a
Furthermore by Proposition 3.2, the above gradation may be regarded as a
Z-gradation. The following relations hold:
6.3 Ay: F q A , A 0 : A , and Aq: F q A . . Ã a 0 a
Ã Ãa$0 a%0
6.4 A s AyA 0 Aq. .
6.5 dim A s dim Aydim A 0 dim Aq. .
6.6 A 0 Ays AyA 0 and A 0 Aqs AqA 0 . .
w xBy a straightforward generalization, the arguments in HN1 can be
  0.4sapplied to our cases. By Lemma 4.2, F N l g X E represents alll p
0  .sirreducible A -modules and these F are projective. Hence Z l sl p
.A m F coincides with one of the principal intermediate modules inB l
w x w xHN1, Sect. 4 . According to HN1, Corollary 4.3 , if V is a Z-filtration
w  .xsmodule, then V : Z l is independent of the choice of Z-filtration.p
For an A-module V, consider its contragredient module V * s
 .  .  .Hom V, F which is a right A-module defined by fa ¨ s f a¨ , a g A ,F
f g V *, ¨ g V. Especially, FU is a one-dimensional right A 0-modulel
determined by l. FU may be considered as a right By-module with thel
trivial Ay-action. Then FU m y A becomes a so-called lowest D-weightl B
 .right A-module. Its contragredient module is a left A-module.
6.7. According to representation theory of finite dimensional algebras,
 .  .s sthe projective cover of M l exists, denoted by Q l . The PIMs ofp p
 . sd  .  0.  ws s sA L, E are just the p distinct modules Q l , l g X E cf. HN1,p p p
x.Sect. 54 . By the argument in the above subsection, the main result in
w xHN1 becomes
 .PROPOSITION. Any projecti¨ e object in M E, w is a Z-filtration mod-A s
 . w  .  .xs s sule. In particular, Q l has a Z-filtration and Q m : Z l sp p p
Ä 0 Ä U  .  ..  .  .  .s s yZ l : M m for each l g X E , where Z l s F m A *.p p l B sp
Remark. It is easily verified that A becomes a Hopf algebra if we
define the operations D, e , and n on its generators e , i s 1, 2, . . . , l,i
canonically. Then the finite-dimensional Hopf algebra A is a Frobenius
 .  . w  .xs salgebra and Q l is the injective hull of M l in view of CR, 62.11 .p p
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6.8. In the following, we shall establish the so-called Brauer-type
reciprocity.
< q< q qSet c [ E s dim N . For convenience, the elements of E will be
denoted by the new notations I , I , . . . , I . Then the PBW basis of Aq is,1 2 c
x x1 x2 xc s < < cI [ I I ??? I , 0 F x F p y 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , c. Set x [  x .1 2 c i is1 i
LEMMA. If Ih, I x, and Ihqx are elements in the PBW basis of Aq, then
IhI x / 0.
Proof. Write IhI x as a linear combination of the PBW basis:  a I s.s
s hqx h x< < < <Then s - h q x for each term a I except I . Hence I I / 0.s
Let a s deg I and a s c a . We havei i is1 i
Ä y .  .sPROPOSITION. As an A-module, Z l is isomorphic to Z l q a .p
Ä .Proof. It is necessary to prove that Z l is a pseudo lowest D-weight
module associated to l q a. Arrange the PBW basis of Aq by order
n 1. n  p sc.  sc.  s s .  .I , . . . , I such that n p s p y 1, . . . , p y 1 . We have n i F
 sc. sc   .  .sc scn p for i - p here we define h , . . . , h F x , . . . , x m h F x ,1 p 1 p i i
sc.i s 1, . . . , p .
As a space, FU m y A s FU m Aq. Let ¨ be a generator of FU. Thenl B l l l
 . n  j. sc U¨ j [ ¨ m I , j s 1, 2, . . . , p , is a basis of F m A. Let f , i syl l iB
sc sc Ä .  .1, 2, . . . , p be the dual basis of ¨ j , j s 1, 2, . . . , p in Z l , i.e.,
Ä  ..  . scf , ¨ j s d . Firstly, we are to verify that Z l is generated by f . Fori i j p
 sc4  .  .  s s .any i g 1, 2, . . . , p , n i s n , . . . , n F p y 1, . . . , p y 1 si1 ic
 sc. X  s .  .  X X .n p . Set n s p y 1 y n and n 9 i s n , . . . , n . By the abovei j i j i1 ic
lemma In  i.In 9 i. / 0. Moreover, In  i.In 9 i. g A n sc , which is a one-deg I  p .
n  i. n 9 i. n  p sc.  . Xdimensional space. We have I I s a I , a /0 g F. Let f si i i
y1 n 9 i. X n  i.. n  i. n  j.sca I f . Then f I s 1. If j / i, then either I I s 0 ori p i
<  .  . < <  sc. <n i q n j - n p by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma
X n  j. X Ä .  . sc6.8. Thus f I s d and f s f. Therefore, Z l is generated by f .i i j i p
Secondly, we have to verify that f sc is a By-stable weight vector withp
weight l q a. For this, it is necessary to prove Gyf sc s 0 for anyp
y y y  sc4 n  i. y aG g A N . Fix i g 1, 2, . . . , p and write I G s  a e , wherea
a / 0, ea s ea1 ea2 ??? eac9 ??? ea l, and c9 s dim Ny. If a q a q ??? qa 1 2 c9 l 1 2
a / 0, obviously ¨ m ea s 0. Otherwise, ea s In  j. for some j gc9 l
 sc4 a n  i.  .1, 2, . . . , p . This implies deg e $ deg I in view of Proposition 3.2 2 ,
 a . y   ..sc scthereby f ¨ m e s 0. Hence G f ¨ i s 0. Letting i run overp l p
 sc4 y sc sc1, 2, . . . , p , we have G f s 0. The remaining is to prove that f is ap p
weight vector of l q a. It is sufficient to prove
6.9 hf sc s l q a h f sc .  .  .p p
for h s hf1 ??? hfd g A 0 h as in Subsection 4.2 . .1 d i
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w x  .  s .If h g h , then h, I s a h I , i s 1, 2, . . . , c. Noticing p y 1 s y1 ini i i
F, we have
hf sc ¨ psc s f sc ¨ m In  p sc.h . .  .p p l
c
scn  p .
scs f ¨ m a h q h I by Lemma 2.9 1 .  . .p l i / /
is1
s a h q l h f sc ¨ psc . .  .  . . i p /
i
sc   ..  n  j. .  n  j. .sc scFor j - p , hf ¨ j s f ¨ m I h s 0 since deg I h sp p l
n  j. n  p sc. < <  .deg I $ deg I . Thus when f [ f q ??? qf s 1, 6.9 holds.1 d
< <  .  . < <Assume that when f - k G1 , 6.9 is true. If f s k, we may suppose
f G 1 and h s h h9 for h g E0. We havei i i
hf sc s h h9 f scp i p
s h l q a h9 f sc .  .i p
s l q a h9 l q a h f sc .  .  .  .i p
s l q a h f sc . .  . p
Ä .  .Thus, by induction we have 6.9 . Now we know that Z l is a pseudo
Ä .lowest D-weight module of weight l q a. Hence Z l is a homomorphic
y y Ä sc .  .  .s simage of Z l q a . But dim Z l q a s dim Z l s p . Hencep p
y Ä .  .sZ l q a ( Z l . The proof is completed.p
6.10. Combining Proposition 6.7 with Proposition 6.8, we obtain the
main result of this section.
 0.q sTHEOREM. Let a s  deg D. Then for any l, m g X E ,D g E p
w  .  .x  y .  ..s s s sQ m : Z l s Z l q a : M m .p p p p
 0 . w  .  .xs s s6.11. For l, m g X E , set b s Q l : Z m , c sp l m p p l m
  .  ..   .  ..s s s sQ l : M m and d s Z l : M m . Let B, C , and D be thep p lm p p
sd sd wcorresponding p = p matrices of integers. The arguments in Hum,
x  .sProposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 may be applied to A L, E . And wep
have
  . .sCOROLLARY. C s B D. C is named the Cartan matrix of A L, E .p
6.12 Remark. According to Subsection 1.4, the main results of this
article apply to restricted representations of restricted Lie algebras of
Cartan type.
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